
 

 

On the doorstep to the future.  
Introducing CISA DOMO CONNEXA, the solution that turns your armored door into a Smart Door, 

with Bluetooth and smartphone access control.  
 

FAENZA, February 2021. 

CISA, an industry leader in mechanical safety, and Nuki, a leading company in smart locks, have joined forces to 
create CISA DOMO CONNEXA, the intelligent solution that changes any armored door into a Smart Door. 
 
CISA DOMO CONNEXA is the end result of a technological innovation process that the Italian company and its 
parent company Allegion have long since undertaken to offer their users the new frontier of home security – a 
seamless access experience. Featuring a motor-driven electronic system, CISA DOMO CONNEXA can be 
conveniently operated from a distance by smartphone, the indispensable companion of that digital nomadism 
which, in the wake of the pandemic outbreak, is fast becoming the new life and work normal for Italians.  
 
As Roberta Rizzo, Product & Platform Leader Engineering Allegion EMEA, explains “At the heart of this new 
intelligent system we find the CISA BUTTON. This innovative technology developed by CISA’s Research and 
Development team together with Nuki, enables the remote locking and unlocking of the door, without the need 
for a key. The embedded chip communicates with the safety lock for contactless door opening, from the comfort of 
your sofa or from miles away, owing to remote connectivity via internet.” 
 
Thanks to the integration with Nuki, not only CISA DOMO CONNEXA users can rely on the high level of safety 
guaranteed by CISA, but also on the superior ease of use ensured by the Nuki ecosystem. The outcome is a new 
armored Smart Door solution that provides the highest level of protection and convenience by virtue of its smart 
features: 

• remote access control with Nuki App and credentials 

• home assistant voice control 

• door status (open, closed, armored) and access log monitoring 

• creation of hourly and daily access credentials for family and other people. 
 
Both easy and pleasant to use, on account of its intuitive credential management system and smooth mechanical 
activation of the latchbolts and deadbolts that automatically engage when you close the door, CISA DOMO 
CONNEXA is the doorway to a new comfort. 
 
CISA, a brand of Allegion, is one of Europe’s leading providers of security and access control systems. Since its 
foundation in 1926, it plays a primary role in satisfying the security requirements of any type of building with 
dedicated electro-mechanical solutions, which enable real-time access control and management. Whether it’s 
residential homes or business centers, schools or health and hospitality facilities, safety is our main concern. For 
more, visit cisa.com 
 
 

https://www.cisa.com/en/index.html


 

 

About Allegion 

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in seamless access, with leading brands like CISA®, Interflex®, LCN®, Schlage®, 

SimonsVoss® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on security around the door and adjacent areas, Allegion secures people and 

assets with a range of solutions for homes, businesses, schools and institutions. Allegion had $2.7 billion in revenue 

in 2020, and its security products are sold around the world. For more, visit allegion.com 

 
 

https://www.allegion.com/corp/en/index.html

